
 
 

BLUE JAY NATION STUDENT SENDOFFS 
Objective: Liberty High School is fortunate to have many talented students, coaches,  

instructors, and sponsors!  This talent leads to multiple teams, performance  
groups, and individuals competing at the State and National level on a yearly 
basis.  In an effort to recognize all students achieving this milestone, LHS saw the 
need to develop a process to honor these accomplishments and wish them 
GOOD LUCK!  This process will now be referred to as “Blue Jay Nation Sendoff.” 

 
Process: The teams, groups, or individuals being recognized will congregate at the PAC  

lobby area.   From there, the students being recognized will be paraded to the 
front of the school.  During the parade, teachers may elect to bring their classes 
to line the route and wish their classmates good luck.  Only State and National 
level competitions will participate in the “Blue Jay Nation Sendoffs” (districts not 
included). 

 
Logistics: Joining the students being recognized will be cheerleaders, Sapphires, drumline,  

spirit leaders, and the mascots!  The order of the parade lineup will be as  
follows: drumline (5-10 members), cheerleaders/Sapphires (5-10 members),  
spirit leaders, mascot(s), group/individuals being recognized, and finally  
additional drumline (5-10 members).  The directors, athletics and fine arts, will  
work with the participating groups to schedule a rotation, so multiple students  
have the opportunity to be involved with the sendoffs. Practical Leadership, 
Sports Marketing, and KLHS will assist in the process by promoting/broadcasting 
the sendoff via their various social media platforms.  
 
The Blue Jay Nation Sendoffs will occur during 4th lunch as to diminish class  
disruptions.  If a group is scheduled to depart for their competition prior to 4th 
lunch, their sendoff will occur the day before their departure.  We will also  
consolidate recognitions as much as possible.  Example: multiple groups  
departing for state the same week will have one recognition that week even  
though they may depart on different days.  

 
Decorations: Decorating the mode of transportation, bus/van that the students will be taking  

to the State/National competition, will be the responsibility of the parents of the 
students involved.  This should be organized by that groups Blue Jay Nation 
parent rep as well as the senior parents of those involved.  In addition, it is the 
parent’s responsibility to organize and fund any individual or group signage to be 
placed outside the school if they so choose.  The school will assist in organizing 
the location and placements of signs if needed. 

 
Communication: It is the coaches, instructors, and sponsors responsibility to communicate the  

logistics of their departure for a State/National competition to leadership so this 
process can be executed.  The student leadership class will be the main point of 
contact and will take the lead in organizing the sendoffs.  The two directors, 
athletics and fine arts, should also be notified to ensure the students receive the 
recognition they so deserve.   

  


